
CONVERSATIONS

TO CREATE TRUST

& COLLABORATION

“Let me make sure I understand your perspective, I heard you“Let me make sure I understand your perspective, I heard you
say…”say…”

“I have a thought that I think will be helpful, but stop me if I’m“I have a thought that I think will be helpful, but stop me if I’m
going astray.”going astray.”

“Might I share something you might find helpful?”“Might I share something you might find helpful?”

When a colleague is speaking, have you ever caught yourselfWhen a colleague is speaking, have you ever caught yourself
focusing less on what the person is saying and more on how youfocusing less on what the person is saying and more on how you
intend to dazzle him with a brilliant response? Maybe you pick upintend to dazzle him with a brilliant response? Maybe you pick up
on a few key words, wait for the speaker to pause, and seize theon a few key words, wait for the speaker to pause, and seize the
moment to unload your thoughts.moment to unload your thoughts.

If you find yourself in this situation, consider having this self-If you find yourself in this situation, consider having this self-
awareness conversation. To avoid potentially hijacking theawareness conversation. To avoid potentially hijacking the
conversation, say something like:conversation, say something like:

“I want to make sure that when I talk about past experiences,“I want to make sure that when I talk about past experiences,
that I'm adding value, would you help me in that regard?”that I'm adding value, would you help me in that regard?”

“If you think my past work might provide useful insight, would“If you think my past work might provide useful insight, would
you be willing to ask me to share?”you be willing to ask me to share?”

“Has there been any times where I've walked into a blind spot“Has there been any times where I've walked into a blind spot
and negatively impacted my credibility as a leader?”and negatively impacted my credibility as a leader?”  

Some cars come with a device to help drivers avoid blindspots. If aSome cars come with a device to help drivers avoid blindspots. If a
driver is changing lanes, an alarm warns if an object is near.driver is changing lanes, an alarm warns if an object is near.  

Unfortunately, such devices don't exist at work. So, you may fail toUnfortunately, such devices don't exist at work. So, you may fail to
realize that your approach is putting others off. A way to avoidrealize that your approach is putting others off. A way to avoid
this is to gain counsel from someone who can help you manage athis is to gain counsel from someone who can help you manage a
blind spot.blind spot.

Be proactive and have a self-awareness conversation aboutBe proactive and have a self-awareness conversation about
blindspots. Reach out to a colleague and use one of these smartblindspots. Reach out to a colleague and use one of these smart
leader expressions:leader expressions:

“I'd like to share an experience from my past company that I“I'd like to share an experience from my past company that I
think you might find useful. Would that be ok?"think you might find useful. Would that be ok?"

“Might it be helpful if I tell you about something I ran into in“Might it be helpful if I tell you about something I ran into in
the past?”the past?”

“This reminds me of an experience I once had, I'm going to“This reminds me of an experience I once had, I'm going to
share it. If you find it helpful terrific, – if not, stop me.”share it. If you find it helpful terrific, – if not, stop me.”

Left to their own devices, people will fill in the motives about aLeft to their own devices, people will fill in the motives about a
certain behavior. So, if you begin a comment with, “when I was atcertain behavior. So, if you begin a comment with, “when I was at
XYZ company we…” What may run through the minds of othersXYZ company we…” What may run through the minds of others
is this lady sure likes to talk about herself. That may not have beenis this lady sure likes to talk about herself. That may not have been
your intent, but that is the other person's perception.your intent, but that is the other person's perception.

If you find yourself in the situation where you feel your past mightIf you find yourself in the situation where you feel your past might
be relevant, consider some of these self-awareness words thatbe relevant, consider some of these self-awareness words that
smart leaders put to use:smart leaders put to use:

Find more free tools at
www.leddingroup.com/tool-vault-access
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